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Project Brief

Mission
This transmedia project strives to bring traditionally segregated genres of writing and performance 
together under a single umbrella. Its short-order goal is to showcase a select group of writers, 
performers and comedians in a non-traditional online ‘live-space’ with sample written works, podcasts 
and event listings. Its long range goal is to offer those working in live story-telling, standup (or improv) 
comedy, fiction and poetry a space to submit written or recorded works or create new visual pieces to 
accompany these works to an existing audience. Ultimately, the hope is that people will visit and re-visit 
the site and partake in the events, as they become immersed in particular artists‘ performances, multi-
platform story lines and texts.

Audience
The initial audience for this project are individuals that are makers or participants of live events involving 
standup, storytelling or fiction and poetry readings. It extends to those that also enjoy podcasts and are 
active readers of similarly-themed texts. The audience will be able to be both engaged with interactivity 
of the site and able to use the ‘take-aways’ offline - whether it be a podcast or pdf. Users will construct 
narratives through multi-platform chapters, essays or ‘bits’ and episodic content.



Scenarios
⦁ Jane “The Artiste”. Jane has a rich online presence involving her life and artwork in a major 
metropolitan city. She is an active participant in the local art scene and enjoys performing and attending 
performance and gallery events. With MajorIndex she enjoys the ability to interact with artists’ original 
work, audio and video samples and to keep abreast on their events and listings. She is able to attend 
events that feature these works and feel ‘in the know’ based on her ability to follow certain storylines and 
performers with her friends. 

⦁ David “The Reader”. David has been dismayed by the scattered places his favorite poet’s updates are 
distributed online: he has ‘liked’ her on Facebook, follows her blog and visits her website on occasion. 
He would like to feel a stronger connection and ability to share her work with friends but she lives 1500 
miles away and he cannot attend any of her events. Since she has been featured on MajorIndex she has 
been able to feature much more of her work and give away audio clips of her events and make specified 
work for her audience.

 ⦁ Tim “The Public Radio Listener”. Tim loves public radio. He devours the podcasts of  WNYC’s This 
American Life and Radiolab and as a result attends many live-storytelling events in and around New 
York City. A new favorite storyteller of his has recently been featured on MajorIndex and Tim has been 
actively waiting for each new podcast this performer records specifically for the site. He is excited for him 
to perform at the next MajorIndex gallery event. 
   
⦁ Barbara “The Comedy Fanatic”. Barbara loves standup and has a slew of favorite comedians. She 
lives in a rural area and cannot attend live shows. She has traditionally relied on purchasing comedy 
records but has stopped doing so because she doesn’t listen to them many times. She finds Youtube 
clips, but struggles with the range in video quality and old material. Since one of her favorite comedians 
has been featured on MajorIndex she can download podcasts of club performances and been invited to 
view a short fan-only web-series. She has also begun to explore other types of performance - like 
storytelling and fiction writers audio clips. 





Competitive Analysis
Though there are a list that feature similar content in each genre, I would like to stress the mission of this 
site is to bring these genre’s into a singular space for cross-pollination of makers and visitors. The three 
sites listed below invoke similar site interaction as MajorIndex hopes to accomplish. Additionally these 
sites do offer ‘take-away’ and offline events content. 

⦁ The Moth: http://themoth.org/ A live storytelling site that features event listings, performer features and 
audio samples. Though it contains many design elements (search by performer and downloadable 
content) it is genre specific and chooses event promotion over individual performer showcases. 

⦁ Radiolab: http://www.radiolab.org/ An excellent site. This site is fully immersive and contains great 
design elements: video, text and free podcast downloads. Sharp, distinct layout that should be proud of 
its large audience. 

⦁ Comedy Podcast Network: http://www.comedypodcastnetwork.com/ A comedy site that features 
podcast, web series and blogs. Rich content but a bland design. Log-in required for member content, 
guests can’t see why they would want to join in first visit. 
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